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A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2300 6 MunfordSt Kings Meadows Hare: Hash Pash

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2300 “Pash’s Return to the Temple Run”

Christmas is only 6 days away and we are gathered at the sacred Hash Temple for the annual LH3
Kings Meadows Christmas run. Thunder storms are predicted for early evening. There is no sign of the
Hare it is rumoured that he has been summonsed by Metro to return to the West Launceston school
with a mini bus to pick up the school kids he forgot. Pash finally arrives sends the pack off on a number 4 kings Meadows run in reverse down Hobart Rd to the Meadows pub. Just as we arrive at the
pub there is an almighty clap of thunder and the heavens open up and the rain buckets down out of
the black clouds that have quickly rolled in. Several hashers take shelter in the bar while the more
adventurous wait out the storm under the veranda of the old bottle shop. The storm goes as quickly
as it came. ON ON is called by Goblet as he leads the pack following the Rivulet to the bottom of the
Punch Bowl reserve. Unfortunately what goes down must go back up. The steep stairs lead to the site
of the old Punch Bowl Zoo. Shrek has taken the lead from Goblet who is only half way up the stairs
rubbing his buggered knees. Shrek guides the pack up Punch Bowl Rd. back to the temple just arriving before another storm strikes

ON ON:
The barometer has certainly dropped the ominous black clouds have returned the rumbling of thunder
can be heard echoing around the hills with the occasional flash of lightning lighting up the evening sky.
All of the Hashers have returned as the rain sets un again. Hashers are scurrying in all directs trying to
find cover, some in the caravan, others sheltering in the car port next to the van others just standing
around getting drenched its not cold tonight a bit of rain never hurt anyone. The rain is so heavy there
are 100 mm deep puddles forming in Pash’s back yard. The rain finally stops. Tyles the pyromaniac gets
the fire pot ablaze using up all Pash’s lawn mower fuel. The warmth of the flames are soon evaporating
the rain out of sodden T-shirts the troops are wearing. The word is out that’s it’s a free night with
Hashers turning up from all around the place, Kuzza from the East Coast, Two Bob from who knows
where and Aloha from the new Hash Temple. Its amazing how a free night can transform a shit weather
event into an enjoyable evening.

Athletic Hashers Sheltering from the Rain

On Downs:
Freeloaders: Two Bob, Aloha, Kuzza
Hash Pash: Hare
G.M: Lost Anniversary Grail.
Scary: Buying house door 820mm wide painting them only to find the
door opening was 720mm wide
Boong: Returned Hasher got the flu should have drunk more Guiness
Hash Pash: Our Metro employee of the Month forgot to pick up the
West Launceston Primary school kids at 3:00 pm left them all on the
side of the road.

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle:
Plenty of six packs on offer tonight winners were Inlet, Rickshaw, Bugsy, Kuzza,
Aloha
Abba: Bottle leg opener.
Sparra: Meat tray

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 26th December 19 Adear Drive Swan Bay Hare: Electric Eric

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 4th January Riverside Heritage Forest Hoo Hoo Hut Hare : One Hump
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
You will need more than
paper and fire lighters
Pash

That’s more like it
Pash some petrol

